Minutes of Societies Council Meeting
Tuesday, 10th March 2015
At the Oxford & Cambridge Club London
In attendance:
Liz McElligott (CE Societies)
Gerry Willmore (Societies’ Head of Professional Standards)
Vicky Parkinson (Society Administration Manager and Acting Secretary for Council)
Faith Clarke (Lay Council Member)
Steve Roche (Lay Council Member)
Colin Irvine (Lay Council Member)

Apologies:
Dr Chris Forester (Chair of Societies)
Wayne Bateman (Lay member)
Susan Archer (Membership & Marketing Manager)
Freya Bottomley (Deputy CE Societies)
The Minutes of the last Council Meeting on 25th November 2014 (circulated to all ahead of the
meeting) were agreed by Council.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
CE Update on Societies’ staffing
CE welcomed Gerry Willmore to the role Head of Professional Standards for both Societies –
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX. His extensive experience
within the profession brings valuable to the Societies as they continue to grow.
Details of current staffing responsibilities was shared with all – CE emphasised that this would evolve
in response to the growth of the Societies. Explained that all staff had been involved in setting the
new role divisions and then all approved by Societies Chair, Dr Chris Forester.
Freya Bottomley is now Deputy CE and will support the CE – with a view to taking
responsibility for the PSA / AR renewal in 2016. Freya is also now Public Protection Officer
and first line of contact for members of the public who want to report concerns or
complaints about members of the Societies.
Susan Archer is now Membership Services and Marketing Manager.
A new administrator, Megan Nunn, has joined the admin team.
All above staff are settling in well to new roles – and there has been minimal upheaval in the day to
day running of the Societies.
The Societies have completely reviewed their complaints policies and procedures (see below) and in
relation to this have created a new Complaints Assessment Panel, chaired by qualified and
experienced professional.

Minutes of Societies Council Meeting
Tuesday, 9th June 2015
At the Oxford & Cambridge Club

In Attendance
Freya Bottomley (Deputy CE Societies)
Susan Archer (Membership & Marketing Manager)
Gerry Willmore (Societies’ Head of Professional Standards)
Vicky Parkinson (Society Admin Manager and Secretary for Council)
Steve Roche (Lay Council Member)
Apologies:
Dr Chris Forester (Chair of Societies)
Liz McElligott (CE Societies)
Colin Irvine (Lay Council Member)
Wayne Bateman (Lay member)
Faith Clarke (Lay Council Member)

The Minutes of the last Council Meeting on 10th March 2015 (circulated previously) were agreed by
Council.
Report to Council from Head of Professional Standards
The Head of Professional Standards and Membership Services Manager carried out a site visit to a
training provider in Jersey who has applied for course accreditation. It was a positive visit with
enthusiastic students and there should be no reason not to accredit the level 4 course. They will be
going back to Jersey in the autumn with the aim to speak to established practitioners to promote the
NCS as the professional body of choice on the island.
The University of Ulster has been in discussion with the NCS about accrediting their courses as they
are disillusioned with the BACP accreditation route. There will need to be a visit in October to
confirm the course details and attend site visits but so far it shows promise of progressing further.
The Head of Professional Standards has been in contact with Kate Day. Kate is a very experienced
trainer and she has shown interest in creating a Children and Young People (CYP) division of the NCS.
As a result of this the NCS recently sent a survey to all members to evaluate the level of interest in a
CYP division before progressing. This is a growing area and counselling in schools is increasing so it
would be advisable to progress this further.
The NCS hope to be able to quality check a bereavement service/hospice who recently approached
The Head of Professional. The Society will also be able to offer non-registrant level membership to

their unqualified staff who have vast training and experience but not enough to be placed on the
Register.
On the whole the Societies are in good shape for training providers.
A summary of proposals for the membership grade revision was subject to consultation. Making it
clearer and mapping to the Ofqual levels is a radical change from previous routes. For example BACP
saying high standard but have never been able to answer 450hours of ‘what’ training. The minimum
requirement for registrant status in NCS is level 4, in HS level 3. The Professional Standards
Committee will look at course levels to establish it meets minimum level requirements. The hope is
that the new membership grades will be easy to understand and by the next council meeting we
should be able to confirm exact details of membership.

Report to Council from Deputy CE
The Deputy CE gave an update on complaints received by the Societies, so far 7 complaints about
individual members and none about the society. There has been one complaint that proceeded to a
panel hearing and the outcome was a sanction of 5 years suspension. Also one registrant has been
suspended due to police investigation. The revision of the complaints process is making processing
complaints clearer, this includes changes to CRM which has been adapted. Complaints have been
increasing slowly and now that we have a clearer process in place, complainants feel more
comfortable coming forward, possibly explaining the increase in issues being raised.
The Deputy CE attended the ‘We need to talk’ meetings working towards better access for talking
therapies. It was discussed that mental health charities were expecting a coalition government,
general perception is that labour would be keen on regulation whereas Conservative generally not
wanting to interfere in the profession. PSA approach right balance, unlikely to be any serious move
towards regulation in future. MIND still holding the meetings,
It has been noticed that the Accredited Register status brings greater awareness and other bodies &
charities coming to us now to be included in talks.
5 CPD courses in Northern Ireland have now been set up in relation to feedback from members
asking for courses. Total CPD courses 29 this year, some more popular than others. Each year will be
asking for feedback to make more relevant.
NCS and HS achieved renewal of accreditation in 2015 by the Professional Standards Authority.
In 2014 the Independent Assessor carried out a site visit and observation of the Council meeting. The
independent Assessor has also carried out an initial review of new complaints procedures and will
follow up with a full assessment and report at the end of 2015.
The Deputy CE read the CE report to Council. The PSA renewal took a lot of time. A meeting was held
with the Independent Assessor in March to look at the complaints report. The CE has been content
writing for the new websites, audits form, assessing individual applications. The procedure manual
for the CE role has now been created and in 22 boxes. External meetings, PSA meetings. Another

meeting about risk and statutory regulators. The NCS confirms membership of European Counselling
Association – useful to build profile of NCS.
Successful visit to Belfast: meetings Department of Health and PSA; Cruse NI; Relate NI; NICF; Zest
training provider and University of Ulster where met with counselling heads of department.
Aiming to arrange a ‘meet the members’ day in NI in Spring 2016.
Report to Council from Admin Manager
Societies Admin Manager updated Council on membership (registrant numbers) and related growth.
The Society websites have now had the content written and finalised. The next stage is with the
digital team creating the staging sites for the websites for us to review. There has been a delay with
the timescales due to difficulties arranging how the websites and CRM (in house database) would
communicate with each other. This has now been resolved.
A new phone system has been approved and we are awaiting an installation date, which should be
within the next 3-4 weeks. The system will allow for automated call direction, meaning that
members and the public will be able to talk to the relevant person straight away. We are limiting the
number of options to choose from to avoid endless button pressing.
We will be having a change around of offices within the admin team to create more working space
as we continue to grow. New network cabling will be installed alongside this move, removing all
wireless connections currently in place. This should eliminate problems with an unreliable
connection.
The new registrants rolling audit process has begun. We believe that this change from the previous
annual audit will be more efficient and identify any issues on an ongoing basis. We are selecting 5%
of registrants for audit each month.
Report to Council from Membership Services and Marketing Manager
Marketing drive has been started and 83 training providers contacted, so far positive response. The
Membership Services Manager and Head of Professional Standards met with students and course
tutor at a training school in Jersey. Useful visit to see what happens enrolling new training providers.
One student has already contacted the Society to join on the back of the visit. Have contacted
existing providers offering support. Also contacted 182 individuals to join us, had 1 back immediately
but understand that it is a gradual response and not so reactive to marketing. Social media continues
to grow with over 16k likes on the NCS and 8k for the HS. Interest is generally from the public as well
as members, general self-help for people. Advertising on social media also continues. An order for
2000 new pens has been submitted and ordering new membership folders containing the welcome
pack will be the next project.
An update of external events the Societies will be attending - Labour party conference in September.
We re-joined the 1000 club with the Labour party for 2015.
Attending CAMEXPO in September
Aim awards in Loughborough next week.

A.O.B
Future Project include visiting our offices in Worthing, individual lay council members to contact us
and arrange directly. Input to newsletters is always welcome (will include an introduction to lay
members). No other business.
Next meeting 20th November 2015

Report to Council from Head of Professional Standards
Copies of the revised complaints procedures (January 2015) were circulated to Council ahead of the
meeting.
Gerry talked through the new procedures and the reasoning behind the changes. Having carried out
a full review of the existing complaints procedures it was decided that the system of having Tier 1
and Tier 2 complaints process was somewhat unwieldy and potentially confusing to the public. The
new procedure aims to give clear guidelines for all parties.
Feedback from Council was very positive and when compared to complaints procedures in other
professions the new NCS procedures was considered to be transparent and fair.
CE read a report from PPO with details of the Independent Panel Hearing (December 2014) to
illustrate how the new procedures worked in practice (including the option available to both parties
to appeal against the IP decisions).
Council discussed the requirement to inform a practitioners other (non-involved) clients, of any
sanctions such as removal from the register. Clarified the difference between Suspension and
Removal from the Register. Also explained that suspension/removal from an AR would not stop a
therapist from practising. The information is published on the Society website – and the Society will
notify other organisations who hold an AR.
Further related discussion about the DBS scheme and the ‘loopholes’ around self-employed workers
– the Societies membership application requires applicants to give details of any previous criminal
convictions.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.
The Professional Standards Committee has engaged a new lay member, Susan King
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
The project to upgrade the NCS and HS membership grades structure is a work in progress and Gerry
will give an update at the next Council Meeting.
Report to Council from Admin Manager
Societies Admin Manager updated Council on membership (registrant) numbers and related growth.
The Societies have held an initial ‘scoping meeting’ to plan the new websites - Vicky will be project
managing this XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
New admin staff are settling in well and during the changeover period the level of customer service
to members and other third parties has not been adversely affected.
Report to Council from Membership Services and Marketing Manager
CE read out a report on behalf of Membership Services and Marketing.
Susan is settling in well to her new role and the firewall between the register and membership
services of the Societies is firmly in place.
Social media is more interactive.
Radio 4 ‘You and Yours’ programme featured complaints about a ‘scam’ advertising campaign for a
‘GP register’. The Societies had identified this before Christmas and advised all members via the
newsletters and the PSA. Harry Cayton (PSA) was interviewed and promoted the AR scheme - and the
NCS register was mentioned. (Link will be added to next NCS members newsletters).

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
New branding in relation to the change from ‘AVR’ to ‘AR’ is being phased in by the Societies.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
A list of the Societies’ 2015 CPD calendar shared with Council – commented on expansion and good
value.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX A discussion about the
different types of CPD activities that are relevant – not just workshops.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.
External recognition of the NCS and HS continues to grow.
Report to Council from CE.
The PSA Annual Review of accreditation is currently taking place (explained about name change from
AVR to AR). The completed application and supporting documentation must be returned to the
Authority by 20th March 2015.
In preparation for the annual renewal of accreditation a copy of the Societies’ Risk Assessment
Matrix was sent to Council to read ahead of a discussion at the Council Meeting. All agreed it was
very robust and CE explained that the Societies also use any ‘themes’ identified from complaints
during the year to update the identified risks. CE explained about the concept of ‘Professional
Boundaries’ as related to risk analysis and mitigation.
The Societies also sought feedback from members by sending a survey to ask for their feedback
about risk and mitigation – and we will be able to share ‘anonymised ‘responses with the Authority if
this is helpful.
The AR first annual report is due to be launched on 12th March and copies of this will be sent to Lay
Council members.
CE gave out the Societies 2014 ‘year-end report’ to Lay Council members and confirmed that they are
all receiving the monthly newsletters.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
CE updated Council on main external meetings attended since last Council meeting:
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

A previous invitation to Lay Members (in 2014) to visit the Society Offices was discussed. The initial
plan was that the Worthing Offices be used as a venue for a Council Meeting. The decision taken by
all was that it is more convenient for Lay members to contact the Societies and arrange individual
visits. Have asked them to contact the Societies with potential dates to be agreed.
The Societies Independent Assessor (Dr Phillip Rees) produced 2 reports for the Societies in 2014 and
will be attending the Societies Meeting in November.
CE proposed that at the next meeting of Societies Council to review Lay Council Members
participation
A.O.B.
No other business to discuss
2015 Council Meetings will be on 9th June and 10th November 2015 in London

Minutes of Society Council Meeting
Tuesday, 10th November 2015
Oxford & Cambridge Club, London
In attendance:
Chris Forester (Chair of Societies)
Liz McElligott (Chief Executive)
Vicky Parkinson (Chair of Meeting and Admin Manager)
Gerry Willmore (Head of Professional Standards)
Freya Bottomley (Deputy CEO)
Susan Archer (Membership Services Manager & Council Secretary)
Steve Roche (Lay Council Member)
Apologies:
Faith Clarke (Lay Council Member)
Wayne Bateman (Lay Council Member)
The Minutes of the last Council Meeting on 9th June 2015 (previously circulated) were
agreed by Council. No conflict of interests declarations were made.
Report to Council from CE
The CEO gave an update to Council on PSA AR renewal and external activities since last meeting.
Accredited Register successful with annual renewal with 3 learning points and 1 instruction.
Learning Points
1. The Societies should consider developing indicative sanction guidelines and documenting
their procedure for publication of sanctions with clear timescales for length of publication.
2. The Societies should consider whether the Assessment Panel should decide sanctions to be
issued for minor breaches that are not referred to the Independent Panel instead of the
Public Protection Officer.
3. The Societies should consider including timescales in their published complaints procedures
and clarifying their appeals process.
The Council asked what the Indicative sanction guidelines are and they were advised an in working
project meeting is set for 11th November on sanctions to clarify when working on AR renewal. It was
noted that the panel should set the sanctions not just one person deciding another’s fate, agreed by
all.
Instruction
1. The Panel noted that sanctions currently issued by the PPO are not published on the
Societies’ website and decided to issue an instruction requiring the publication of sanctions
issued by the PPO (or Assessment Panel depending on the Societies consideration of the
above learning points).
The CE will start information gathering for 2016 renewal in January.

All AR (Counselling profession) complaints procedures were reviewed and a table created for
reference when we review our own procedures.
There has been a successful project to get more approved supervisors for both societies.
We have one lay member for council standing down, and we do need to have a greater pool of
people. Currently advertised with National Voices, and Voluntary Action Worthing with no response
so far. We have also sent out to all our organisational and training members to see if they can help
too.
The NCS joined PARN and one of their reps will be coming to meet us in November. We will be able
to exchange logos and advertise for lay people through them.
The CE and Admin Manager attended the European Association of Counselling Meeting – probably
worth maintaining organisational membership as keeps NCS in touch but not over involved.
Belfast Meeting is following up with getting positive reaction from Department of Health and have
maintained email contact with different agencies in Belfast eg Victim Support NI.
The Society was contacted by Thames Valley Police asking us to support them. They are setting up a
counselling hub and NCS registrants will be able to apply for jobs. The NCS will form part of proposed
‘reflection panel’ and the NCS are now mentioned in all their Minutes.
Human Givens - have had a few long telephone conversations with them. It was asked how they are
regarded. Gerry felt it wasn’t positive, their training doesn’t include some of what some people
would include and their members do not meet our standards.
There has also been a very positive meeting with Place2be to explore closer links with NCS.
The Society is attending The National Voices Conference on 12th November.
Report to Council from Head of Professional Standards
The Head of Professional Standards gave an update to Council on the PSA AR renewal and external
activities since last meeting which included new membership grades/training provider update.
A good response to the membership grade survey sent out to all members and after full consultation
and much discussion, the following will be the new Membership grades and fully implemented from
1st January 2016.
Accredited Member (MNCS Accred)
Senior Accredited Member (MNCS Snr Accred)
Fellow (FNCS)
The following non registrant grades are not listed on our register.
Associate
Companion
Student
Honorary Fellowship (HonFNCS)
It was found challenging to meet different perceived demands, concerns ranged. A senior grade was
considered the best approach and to tie in with OFQUAL and then it would be linked to nationally
qualified standards.

FB and GW going to Belfast in November to complete accreditation of the University of Ulster’s
Foundation Degree in Counselling.
Discussions have started concerning a joint approach by ourselves and a leading training provider in
Guernsey to the Health and Society Services Department about improving professional standards in
counselling there.
GW and Kate Day are visiting the Children’s Society in London in November to discuss collaboration.
Report to Council from Deputy CE
The NCS Panel hearing took place on 7th October with no case to answer being the outcome.
One registrant remains suspended pending a court case – the nature of the case is serious.
FB met with UKCP - found meeting very useful. FB felt they had spent a lot of time and money on
their complaints processes and were happy to share learning points with us. There is a new system in
place to record the types of complaints we receive and new members have been recruited for the
Independent Panel.
Planning has started for next year’s CPD courses to include a few new tutors and a wide variety of
courses. It was commented the Society is making a profit rather than losses on CPD courses and to
carry on as normal but there may be changes to the CPD soon going to online versions. A list of
courses available was circulated. Calendar should be ready for members by the end of the year.
Report to Council from the Membership Services Manager
The Membership Services Manager gave update to Council. The marketing drive to attract more
training schools and individual members to both Societies continues. Overall a positive response
with keen interest to receive application forms and for us to accredit/quality check courses.
Facebook and Twitter activity is growing:
NCS Facebook total likes 18,354
HS Facebook total likes 8,573
NCS Twitter followers 1,389
HS Twitter followers 803
We have recently ordered a large supply of smart glossy presentation folders for both Societies. .
Camexpo (The Complementary and National Health Care event) - The Society had an exhibition stand
at Camexpo, London in September. Visitors to our stand took plenty of leaflets and pens whilst
displaying a keen interest in both Societies. The Society also had a stand at the Labour Party
Conference which overlapped the same weekend as the Camexpo event. For the first time we will be
exhibiting at the Commissioning Show, London in June 2016. This is an event for health/care
professionals providing a learning and networking environment. We are also exhibiting at the Labour
Party Conference, Liverpool in 2016. A representative from the Society will again be attending the
‘Pscychological Therapies in the NHS’ Event in London in February 2016.
Report to Council from the Society Admin Manager
The Societies Admin Manager gave an update to Council. There has been a delay with the new
website due to issues trying to enable the CRM database and website to talk to each other. Changes
have now been made and we hope to have staging sites soon.

New phone system has been installed and overall is running well. Some calls go through to incorrect
person and it was commented that we call in as ourselves to check the system is filtering properly
and to eliminate this problem.
Membership totals:
NCS (as of June)
Total Membership
Of which current registrants

3852
2324

HS (as of June)
Total Memberships
Of which current Registrants

4549
2714

Overall total

8401

Staff changes - LM will be retiring from CEO NCS role at the end of year. LM has been vital to core of
societies. CEO will still retain strong links to the society as a consultant, and taking on complaints
officer role from Deputy CE. Admin Manager is taking on role of CEO and role to be redefined.
Membership Services Manager will take on Admin Manager role. Various aspect of CEO’s role will go
to Deputy CE. We will be employing a new administrator to replace the one who is leaving in
December. These changes will take place in the New Year. Possibly hiring a Hypnotherapy Society
person who will be responsible for everything to do with the HS.
AOB/Future Projects
Main plan is to look at membership recruitment for 2016. The target is 10,000 combined HS and CS
members. The year is going to be about growing the Societies and to focus on the benefits we can
offer people in private practice. Proposed dates for 2016 are 7th June and 22nd November. There will
be a date in March (tbc) when the Independent Assessor will be invited to attend.

